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F o rg etfu ln ess and th e U nconscious-

Forgetfulness is frequent enough in school 
children. But certain things are forgotten easier 
than others; school parties and ball games are 
very seldom forgotten, but not so with school 
work at home. A man had a horror of eyes of 
a particular shade of blue, which through psycho
analysis was traced back to school life (he had 
wholly forgotten it) when a red flannel of the 
shape of the tongue was tied to him and he? was 
placed on a stool before all the school, because 
he was talkative. The teacher who humiliated 
him in this way had eyes of the shade of blue 
he abhorred. This attitude ceased after the man 
became aware of its real cause. Forgetfulness 
of names by school children of other school 
children, is often caused by dislike of these 
children; this sometimes applies to teachers in 
their relation with pupils.

Childhood memories can extend to age of six 
months ; some adults cannot remember anything 
before the age of seven or eight. There is a 
form of forgetting, which is really distortion of 
memory, which is evident in going back to child
hood ; the things remembered back so far seem 
trivial or meaningless, but they are really dis
placements, tha-t is a deflection of energy to ex
traneous matter; these displacements are substi
tutes for significant things, which are held down 
by resistance; the content of the concealed 
memory belongs to childhood, but the thoughts 
it represents belong to a later period. The for
getting of proper names is not arbitrary but fol
lows law and reason. Freud could not recall the 
name “ Verona,” because there had been in his 
family a servant named 11 Veronica,” whom he 
did not like. A man hesitated to recognise the 
name Castelvetrano, because the last part of the 
name suggested growing old, to which he was 
very sensitive. You meet a person you know 
well, but cannot remember his name, you want to 
introduce him to others, so excuse yourself for a 
few moments and make an effort to recall his 
name; if you are successful, it is a great relief.

D ream s.

One of the great by-products of psycho-analysis 
is the interpretation of dreams, as discovered by 
Freud. As the unconscious is the most powerful 
force in our lives, and as the dream is the royal 
road to a knowledge of the unconscious, a study 
of dreams as interpreted by Freud and his 
followers is of great value from an educational 
point of view.

R ationalization of D rf.ams.
The dream used to be considered a meaning

less product of fragmentary mental activities, 
until Freud showed every part of it to have a 
meaning. Freud discovered the psycho-analytic 
method through his study of dreams in hysterical 
persons, especially in the cases of meaningless 
dreams. The dreamer is urged to scrutinize 
special parts of his dream as an occurrence or 
figure, and without criticism ; to tell what comes 
into his mind, when he dwells on this occurrence 
or figure- The whole dream is treated in this 
way, resulting in a collection of associations. 
These are reactions from the occurrences and 
figures dwelt upon, fragments of the dream 
serving as stimulus works. When all these 
associations are reviewed, the seemingly irra
tional parts become intelligible, and the whole 
dream is rationalized.

D ream is  F u lfilm en t of 
D e s ir e .

The

an U nconscious

dream represents the fulfilment of an 
unconscious wish. The wish manifested in the 
dream is an infantic one. In the adult it exists 
in the unconscious; in the child it is between the 
fore-conscious and the unconscious; in early 
infancy, it is an unexpressed and unfulfilled wish 
in the making state. The worse the wish to be 
censored the greater the distortion in the dream. 
Plato once said that good people are those who 
are contented to dream of things, which bad 
people do.

Every dream made comprehensible turns out 
to be an hallucinated wish fulfilment. This 
cannot be accidental. Any other kind of dream 
we conclude to be a distorted substitute, with an 
unknown content, which must be found out. The 
resistance to dream interpretation is the dream 
censor, which causes and preserves the distortion. 
The censor and dreamer are in harmony as to the 
matters censored. This matter is objectionable 
and usually contrary to the dreamer’s aesthetical 
and moral ideas. The dream shows that suppress
ed material continues to exist even in normal 
people; the dream itself is a form of suppressed 
material. All dreams in one night, though inter
rupted by awakening, make a homogeneous 
whole. The dreams of some of the primitive 
races are like those of the civilized child, the wish 
and idea are synonymous- Dream analysis helps 
to show us our latent possibilities and real 
desires.

T y p e s  o f D ream s.

Some types of dreams are : dreams of naked
ness (when one is ashamed, but cannot get 
away), exhibition dreams, probably due to 
nakedness in childhood, and in the primitive 
races; another typical dream is that of death of 
a relative, which means, that the dreamer 
in childhood had wished him dead, when death 
meant to the child absence; thus the child 
enjoyed the lack of restraint in the absence óf
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the father, or escape from the impositions of an 
older sister or brother. A sister dreamed that 
her brother was dead; the brother was to use 
some money that her mother had left, though 
she needed it much more than her brother. 
There is the examination dream, where one is 
taking' an examination and is anxious about it as 
in the waking state; one protests being examined, 
and it is in a subject in which one was proficient. 
This dream occurs when one is to start some
thing new where there is uncertainty; just as is 
the experience in an examination. Prophetic 
dreams occur for weeks and months until the 
wish may be realized. The flying dream is typi
cal, and experienced by people with great ambi
tions ; or persons of short stature. The anxiety 
dream is an unconscious reaction to unadjusted 
emotions in which the anxiety takes the place of 
the wish. The dream is always ego-centric, or 
egoistic. In a dream Freud has shown that often- 
other persons are present who turn out to be the 
dreamer himself.

D ream I nterpreta tio n .

In the interpretation of dreams, scientists did 
not take such study seriously, but the people 
nevertheless have always believed in dreams, that 
they had a meaning. Here is an instance in his
tory where a popular belief, stubbornly held, has 
come nearer the truth, than the opinion of the 
cultured.

In the interpretation of every dream it may be 
positive or negative in sense; or historical, as 
reminiscence; or symbolic. Subsequent dream 
elaboration as well as forgetting of parts of 
dream, are due to the same forces which cause 
the dream itself. Subsequent associations of a 
dream are important for interpretation of the 
matter dreamed. Stereotyped dreams are seldom 
elaborated. Dreams collected by others may be 
useless; Freud had to choose between his own 
dreams and those of his patients; but his 
patients’ dreams were complicated by neurotic 
characters. So as examples, Freud used his own 
dreams, forcing him to expose intimacies of his 
life, which were painful, and for which he asks 
the reader’s indulgence. Freud admits he dis
guised some of his indiscretions through omis
sions and substitutions; but he also admits that 
when he did this he detracted from the value of 
his examples. Freud makes dream interpreta
tion the way to a knowledge of the unconscious, 
and founds psycho-analysis on dream interpreta
tion.

D ream S ym bo ls.

When the free association fails in dream inter
pretation, it will be found that this condition 
occurs regularly in certain dream elements, 
which we try to translate. The fact that this 
translation or substitution gives a satisfactory 
meaning is encouraging. Thus we obtain con
stant translation for series of dream elements, 
which the association experiment does not accom

plish. These constant translations or substitutes 
are called symbols. If the symbols are known 
and the life of the dreamer at the time, we may 
interpret the dream without the dreamer’s aid. 
Symbolism is a supplement to the associative 
technique, and was discovered by Schemer in 
1861.

The things which are symbolic in dreams are 
the human body as a whole, parents, children, 
brothers and sisters, birth, death, nakedness, 
etc. The only typical or regular representation 
of the human person as a whole is a house recog
nized by Schemer. Symbolism is a second form 
of dream distortion in addition to dream censor
ship. Symbolism is the means by which the 
workings of the unconscious are concealed from 
consciousness.

C ondensation in D ream s.

The manifest content of the dream is that to 
which the dream relates; and that which is 
hidden, which is reached by analysis, is the latent 
thought in the dream or latent content.

The manifest content may be a distortion, or 
it may be a. representation of the latent content. 
The manifest content consists most often of 
visual images; also there may be substituted 
formations for numerous abstract thoughts in the 
latent dream.

In condensation, the manifest dream has a 
smaller content than the latent one; condensation 
may work by omitting latent elements; only a ' 
part of the latent elements or complexes is car
ried over; latent elements with something in 
common are collected and fused for the manifest 
content.

If a dream is meagre and short, a great deal 
of condensation has occurred, when compared 
with dream thoughts ; it may fill a half page, hut 
to analyse it, may require twelve pages- This 
ratio varies, but the dream always preserves its 
essential meaning. The condensation, or com
pression, is usually underestimated and cannot 
always be determined. In the analysis of a 
dream, the dream elements are constructed from 
the entire mass of the dream thoughts.

D ream D isplacem ent or D isto r tio n .

In addition to condensation as a process in 
dream world, is displacement, which is due to 
dream censorship; for a latent element is re
placed by something further removed from it 
than its -constituent parts and the accent is 
transferred from an important element to an un
important element so that the dream seems 
strange.

Another process of dream work is translation 
of thoughts into visual images. Some things 
are translated into their opposites in the manifest 
dream; the word “ not ” cannot be easily pic
tured ; so with abstract words; but the study of
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language shows that opposites were expressed 
b}' the same root word in primitive language; in 
Latin “ altus ” means high and deep; opposites 
were indicated by modifications of the root :
“ siccus ” dry, and “ succus ” wet. In dream 
Work the rabbit may shoot the hunter; the cause 
may be placed after the effect. These features 
of dream work may be called archaic; words 
were attached to mental impressions and com
bined into thoughts; the dream work puts 
thoughts through a regressive treatment, that 
is, retraces the steps in their development.

The child dreams of wishes the day before 
which were not satisfied; they are simple. The 
dreams of adults are quite otherwise; they gener
ally have something incomprehensible in them; 
they have undergone a process of disguise; this 
distortion of the dream is the same process in 
which occurs in the symptoms of hysteria; also 
distortion in the dream is the result of resistances, 
that keep the repressed wishes from entering the 
waking life.

Dream distortion is a result of the censorship 
of bad impulses, which occur in our dreams. 
These bad impulses are not known to us, and 
only become known through dream interpreta
tion ; at the time we are unconscious; the un
conscious is permanently so, not merely latent 
at the time.

Ch ildren ' s  D ream s.

Children up to four or five years of age have 
short, clear, coherent dreams and easy to under
stand, and little or no distortion. The child’s 
dream is a reaction to the experiences of the day, 
with a wish left behind w-hich has not been ful
filled. The dreamer does not desire to interrupt 
his life ; the dream is not a disturber of sleep, 
but a guardian of sleep. A wish is the source 
and the content is the gratification of the wish, 
but in the form of a hallucinatory experience. 
Children especially dream of things they cannot 
have when awake.

The child’s dream usually is that some wish 
' of the day be fulfilled. The dream often reveals 
characteristics of the child. A child dreamed 
of falling; this dream was often repeated. From 
much questioning the child did not remember, 
but the mother told of a serious injury to .the 
child from hitting his head against an iron rail
ing. The boy heard his mother tell this, and 
since that time he has ceased to have his fright- 
dreams of falling.

D ream Asso c ia tio n s.
In association experiments, called reproduc

tion experiments, the word called up refers to 
the past; after one hundred words, say, have 
been used, the subject is started again, com
manded to give the same reaction word as be
fore ; when done, it is called successful reproduc
tion, otherwise false reproduction. Association 
tests can help to explain the dream.

Free associations are predetermined and not 
voluntary. In the association experiment, there 
is a stimulus word, which is voluntary, but in 
the dream the stimulus word has its origin in the 
life of the dreamer; thus the more remote asso
ciations are determined by the same complex, 
which determines the dream itself. In forgetting 
names, we recognize the substitute easily as not 
suitable, but in the dream this requires much 
effort.

In giving the dream associations, there is 
always resistance, as ideas we wish to repress 
are really the most important. The free asso
ciations are all motivated in the unconscious. 
When the resistance of the mind to disagreeable 
ideas is excessive, it may lead to nervous 
troubles.

A boy in giving' words in free association had 
no suspicion that behind these words murder 
phantasies against his brother were hidden. The 
value of chains of associations is the outwitting 
of the unconscious, the painful thought is ex
pressed in disguise. When an idea hangs on to 
us. even if against our will, we can assume it to 
be significant.

D ay-D rea m s.

Day dreams are castles in the air, and like other 
dreams, are wishes. Day-dreaming is common 
to all persons, and is manifested by absentminded
ness, distraction, errors and mistakes-

The day dream may be abnormal when it 
disturbs voluntary mental functions, but otherwise 
it is normal. The day dream is more interesting 
than the contemporaneous environment or real
ity. The movies are often quite similar to day
dreams. A case of day dream is where a little 
girl of three years of age who imagines a little 
girl whom she takes with her to breakfast, 
making all the motions of imitation. This was 
an only child surrounded by adults, and with few 
opportunities to be with children of her own age. 
The real world denied the child a chance to ex
press her social instincts, hence her day dream, 
A defect in the environment repressed the social 
instinct and a compensation was provided. Day 
dreams of children reveal sides of their nature 
in relation to their parents, that otherwise might 
not be understood. The day dream compensates 
for the difficulties encountered in the real world. 
From some hundreds of day dreams of children 
in the elementary schools, Green has distinguish
ed four kinds, that of (1) display; (2) the saving 
fantasy, being a hero; (3) of grandeur, and (4) 
homage, doing service to some admired person. 
All day dreams are egoistic; there is no high 
normal purpose; the central figure is the 
dreamer.

The child takes pleasure in announcing what 
he shall do when he gets older; his choice is not 
so haphazard after all. The day dream in general 
is a phantasy of display, as gathered from 
children in the schools. A teacher was explain-
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ing a lesson in an able manner; after about ten 
minutes some boys put their fingers in their 
mouths, or on their lips; their attention was wan
dering ; it was day dreaming.

Day dreams have a tendency to persist, and 
indicate a lack of gratification in life ; they are 
nearer life than other dreams; less bizarre, but 
often more difficult to interpret.

F airy T a l e s .

Fairy tales express wishes through the imagina
tion, which are denied in real life, but they have 
had influence in later life ; where it makes it more 
difficult to coup with real life. Fairy tales are 
primitive and archaic ways of expression and 
favour primitive modes of thought and activity, 
and therefore are harmful to normal persons; 
they also by analysis are reduced to sexuality. 
They are out of harmony with civilization, and 
it might be well if they be kept from the young. 
In fairy tales there is much murder and killing, 
and human life is treated in a careless way, or 
ignored. There is enough to detach the child 
from life, without furnishing artificial agencies.

R e p r e ss io n .

Repression is keeping painful mental processes 
from consciousness. The first repressions begin 
about the third year and refer to the primitive im
pulses of hunger and love; repressions start with 
the sense of shame, of pleasure in a body, desire 
to run about naked and to destroy property. In 
adults, repressions appear only in dreams, be
cause of social censorship.

Repression not only underlies neurosis, but 
helps an understanding of human conduct, show
ing often how the motives we give for our be
haviour are not the real ones that lie hidden in 
the unconscious proper; the reason we give is 
only a substitute for the real one.

Psychoanalysis indicates that every irrational 
fear hides an instinctive desire that has been re
pressed. This repression may have been caused 
by parent or teacher, or by conditions.

How to repress a child properly in such a way 
as to avoid serious consequences later in its life 
is hardly understood. It is psychoanalysis that 
has brought this difficulty out, by showing a 
person for instance, how his fear of cats arose; 
thus causing the fear to disappear.

Irrational repression makes children do things 
behind the backs of their elders. The instinctive 
impulse has to be repressed unless there is an 
outlet for it, which is not anti-social. Repression 
forces the unconscious thoughts out of conscious
ness, that is, causes a mental dissociation, the 
result of the conflict. Repression ethically keeps 
us from doing wrong, though our thoughts may 
be evil. The repression may manifest itself in 
loss of some definite emotion, a. condition im
portant for the educator to understand, as it may

determine the direction of a life. Some lose a 
normal emotion and make enemies of everyone 
without knowing why. Before repression there 
are two main tendencies, but in opposite direc
tions, centrifugal and centripetal; one seeks real
ity and the other to separate itself from reality 
and seek its own gratification, that is he egoist. 
The other is the altruist.

The persistence of repression in the regulation 
of sexuality shows the way by which sexual 
evolution runs behind general advancement in 
civilization.

Repression are occasioned by an existing 
mental conflict; but i t ' is not the events them
selves, but the conception of these events called 
the im ago. Thus not the actual father, or teacher 
but the father or teacher as conceived by the 
patient, causes the repression and most of these 
im agos may be false. Such untrue conceptions 
must be pushed away from the mind of the 
subject; in doing this, the words of St. John 
that “ The truth shall make you free,” are 
realized. This might be called the Magna Charta 
of educational psycho-analysis.

R e g r e ssio n .

If an active instinct is blocked, the desire or 
libido flows backward; this is called regression, 
which always is a return to infantile status; re
gression can denote a displacement from abstract 
thought to concrete, making it easier; as the idea 
in a dream goes back into sensual picture, from 
which it once proceeded.

While regression is present in every neurotic 
symptom, other factors may also exist. Neurosis 
shows great confusion in the patient as to what 
was and what is, and is based upon infantile ex
periences. When infancy has been sad, there 
may be a reverting to it by regression, resulting 
in melancholy.

Regression is a journey into the past, it is 
compared to a river being dammed up where the 
waters go back to its source, and fill up old 
barren and dry rivulets. Regression sometimes 
means resolution of an idea into its sensorial 
components.

N er v o u s  D is o r d e r s .

Nervous disorders may represent mental and 
emotional maladjustments to the environment, 
such as obsessions, doubts, and pobias. Nerv
ous disorders probably cause more misery than 
any other group of diseases. Without under
standing these, it is impossible to understand 
the true nature of many traits called normal, and 
also the meaning of many social problems.

The symptoms of nervous disorders as pressure 
in the head, sensations of pains, irritability of an 
organ, weakening or inhibition of a function, 
have no psychic significance; they are physical 
processes not complicated. with psychic mechan
isms. In a neurosis, the symptoms are the sub
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stitutes for a denied gratification; he is, when 
the possibility of satisfying the libido or desire 
is removed by denial. A neurosis indicates con
tradictions between wishes— a. mental conflict 
A part of the personality represents certain 
wishes and another part resists these wishes. 
Compulsion neurosis may represent a transform
ed self-reproach from childhood, which is hidden 
in the unconscious, and its disguised form in 
the conscious and actions of the individual con
stitute the compulsion act.' Neurosis comes 
easily from inability to endure a certain amount 
of pent-up desire for any length of time. 
Neurasthenia is a memory of past muscular 
fatigue and is much more frequent than other 
forms of nervous disorders; it is a functional dis
order like hysteria and multiple personality; it is 
one of the forms of the disassociation of 
consciousness.

H y st e r ia .

Hysteria is due to ideas out of harmony with 
the rest of the personality. These ideas are 
repressed and this repression causes dissocia
tion into peculiar mental states as forgetfulness, 
or paralysis, and sense of unreality. Hysteria 
rests on repression of ideas, the content of which 
are sexual. The processes produces nervous dis
turbances are at work on the normal and hence 
are of interest to the educator.

Hysteria and compulsion neurosis are border 
line mental diseases, and study of the patient’s 
life showed that these symptoms are due to some 
conflict. By tracing these abnormal phenomena 
to the normal state, the difference between the 
nervous and normal person is not so g reat; a 
step further is a study of temporary abnormality 
in normal persons, much as the faulty actions 
of everyday life. This throws much light on 
human behaviour, which concerns moral educa
tion.

M ethod o f T reatment in P sycho-An a ly sis .

The treatment in psycho-analysis aims to bring 
all childhood memories into consciousness, 
which resistance keeps repressed in the un
conscious to overcome this resistance, by trans
ference to the physician’s personality which 
is used as the warrant of the physician’s 
authority. This helps the patient to face 
painful memories, which otherwise could 
not be done; as a result these memories which 
are the cause of the nervous trouble, are released 
and the energy is directed into proper channels.

It was noted by Breuer and Freud of Vienna, 
that one of the patients by telling her troubles 
was relieved of them. This causing of symptoms 
to disappear was called the “ cathartic method.” 
This method consists in a full confession; all dis
agreeable or painful’ feelings are to be told by 
the patient. The purpose is to divert the original 
experience that is causing the disorder. Such 
confession often takes a weight off ones’

mind. Telling your troubles may relieve you. 
It was found that every hysterical symptom re
presents some past event; if a. patient can recall 
an unpleasant experience and live it over, so to 
speak, he. loses the symptom ; this is called an 
abreaction which liberates the painful emotions, 
and in this way causes the trouble to cease.

The therapeutic technique is to free the patient 
from the control of emotions, unbearable to the 
ego, but insufficiently repressed. In the trans
ference the physician takes the place of parents, 
relatives, nurses, teachers and priests. Clergy
men in giving advice and consolation to those 
with great inward struggles have found psycho
analysis of great value.

As soon as there is sympathy between the sub
ject and analyst, cure begins; when the link is 
broken and the subject is his own master, the 
cure is completed. At first the patient or sub
ject is usually hostile to the analyst, which is 
generally subconscious; the analyst must educate 
the subject to be master of himself. The pre
vention of psychoneuroses mostly concerns early 
childhood conflicts and repressions generally of 
a sexual nature. Sexual excitement should be 
avoided in children; undue caressing and ex
cessive affection from parents may lead to in
fantile complexes ; the only or favourite child is 
here in danger. The prevention of nervous 
troubles is in the individual, where sexual self- 
reproaches dating from childhood and injurious 
sex repression are the causes.

A case should be refused that does not possess 
a certain degree of education and whose charac
ter is not in a measure reliable. Neurotics are 
dominated by their infantile or repressed materi
al, suffering from a failure in repression, hence 
behaving like children. Patients should not be 
over the age of fifty; youthful persons even 
before puberty are good subjects; the nervous 
person to be treated is not a degenerate; though 
degenerates may be nervous; the patients should 
be those who of their own will seek treatment.

It is believed that eight per cent, of those con
sulting doctors have nervous troubles. The 
only logical plan to stop in psycho-analytic treat
ment is in complete sublimation, which means 
the deflection of the energy of a sexual impulse 
to a non-sexual and socially useful purpose.

S ublim ation .

Sublimation in reality is a process of moral 
education. It is an approved outlet for an in
stinctive activity, which must otherwise be re
pressed- It includes every way of giving in
stinctive every a spiritual and moral value. To 
sublimate a neurosis is to substitute for it some 
desirable derivative. A struggle between crude 
instinct and sublimation is common; here the 
analyst does his best work, becoming an educa
tor and spiritual director, transferring the egotis
tical impulses into altruistic.

Sublimation can take the form of emotional
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terms as in art, poetry and in volitional lines 
as humanitarian work; it can change and enter 
into higher intellectual lines, as mathematics 
and philosophy.

The bad boy, so called, is one trying to ac
complish in unsocial ways the instinctive desires, 
denied him in real life. Opportunities, rather 
than repression, should be sought to satisfy and 
direct the instincts in proper channels in his play. 
Repression here is not the cure, but providing 
suitable outlets for him, as games and the boy 
scout movement. Sublimation by transferring 
the interest without changing the motive is what 
is needed. Where the pupil is neurotic, insane, 
pervert or criminal or otherwise a social failure, 
education has here failed. A study of infancy 
in childhood is advised, so that sublimation may 
succeed.

Religion is one of the most effective ways of 
sublimation. Freud notes the great increase of 
nervous troubles since the apparent decline of 
rel igion.

M o r e  D ir ec t  R elation o f P sych o-analysis 
T o E ducation .

W e have now considered briefly some of the 
main phases of psycho-analysis, and will here 
treat more directly of its relation to education.

Psycho-analysis can indicate to education how 
to eliminate repression and provide sublimation. 
A pupil may fail because inhibited by unconsci
ous fear of a hostility to his teacher, probably 
transferred from one of his parents ; or he may 
be behind in some subject taught in school, on 
account of some unpleasant association; the 
teacher can reach the child’s unconscious through 
sympathy ; but not by sarcasm and ridicule which 
are not healthy for children.

P unishm ent not U su a lly  H e l p f u l .

Educators by becoming familiar with psycho
analysis can do much to prevent the development 
of nervous trouble in the critical period of a 
child’s life. Stealing and falsifying may be the 
beginning of a compulsion neurosis; the educator 
will not here resort to thoughtless punishment, 
but have the child where it can be properly cor
rected. It is of no use to ask a child why he 
steals, where there is inward compulsion; the 
child does not know; but psycho-analysis may 
help to understanding and amelioration or cure 
of the condition. Thus a boy with excessive 
attachment to his mother stole from her at home, 
because he believed he would go unpunished. 
This Oedipus complex was removed by psycho
analysis (Coriat) and the boy had as much fear 
of stealing from his mother as his father.

As to punishment, the object of which is to 
cause shame and repentance, psycho-analysis 
shows that such moral results cannot be obtain
ed, so long as the unconscious opposes. More
over, pain and repentance do not remove the old

mistakes. Punishment causes much suffering 
because the real instinctive mastery rules the 
moral action; punishment can hardly be influen
tial here. In those with neurotic obsession, 
punishment only increases the defiance and lack 
of adaptation to life. Psycho-analysis does not 
favour corporal punishment.

U n d e sir a ble  T r a its  S u b l im a t e d .

It would seem that many traits of character 
come from repressed childhood desires or sub
limations of these. Not only in abnormal but 
in normal persons there are undesirable traits 
which can be helped, by bringing the unconscious 
repressions to the surface, showing the conflict, 
which produced the trouble and eliminating it. 
Thus Coriat mentions a. case of a young man 
with the habit of procrastination. An analysis 
traced it to the influence of his father in his 
early childhood; this was unknown to the young 
man. He had a dream in which his father was 
dead; but his father was living. This dream 
symbolized the death of what his father repre
sented, that is procrastination. After his dream 
had been analysed to the young man he was 
cured.

R e - E ducation and P sych o-A n a l y sis .

Janet described mental dissociation, which 
takes place in hysteria and the re-association 
through which the mind seeks a new equilibrium. 
Freud goes further, pointing out the causative 
influences indicating the great part played by 
education in producing results.

Psycho-neurosis comes from influences to 
which we are subjected after birth ; adult invalids 
are cured through re-education, showing unre
cognized educational methods. Why do sensi
tive and refined children become timid, self- 
conscious and morbid by being dependent upon 
parent or teacher.

Every successful psycho-analytic method of 
treatment must work through a process of re
education, and the kind that deals most with the 
causes of the trouble is the best. With nothing 
to hope for, one can be led to suicide; the mind 
is usually under such conditions in a chaotic 
state ; psycho-analysis can clear away this chaos 
and where the mind is overwhelmed it can re
move the debris, and educational development 
can begin in the right direction through analysis 
of the mental condition itself. As a moral 
educator psycho-analysis may help to change un
favourable traits in normal people, as well as in 
nervous persons.

C ontrol o f S exu a l  I n stin ct  in th e  Ch il d .

For the educator too strict protection in child
hood can cause a degree of sexual depression, 
harmful in later years, and may send the child 
into life unable to withstand the sexual demands 
of puberty. A most important educational task
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is the control and restriction of the sexual in
stinct ; this educational duty may succeed too 
poorly or too well, as Freud says. This must 
be done by influencing- the early sexual life of 
the child, and not by waiting until puberty. 
Suckling of the child is its first sexual impulse; 
he wishes to repeat the act, when no longer 
urged by hunger; he cannot fall asleep without 
dcking ; it is a pleasure.

Every anxiety or dream goes back to a condi
tion where the repression of the sexual function 
in childhood was improperly or foolishly done ; 
that is wrong educational methods were pursued 
by parent or teacher. In early times the sex 
function was considered beautiful and sacred and 
revered by primitive religions; the child feels 
nothing immoral or ugly in sex. But with the 
increase of civilization the sex instinct has been 
deferred and repressed, and the matter has been 
so distorted that it has become necessary to en
lighten people.

Every person from the point of view of psycho
analysis has the right to the feeling of love, 
recognition and freedom- Love does not mean, 
however, only love in the lower or physical sense, 
but in its fullest sense ; analysis of course shows 
how the highest love is related to its coarser 
form ; the nobler love might not have existed 
without being developed from the lower and 
primitive form by proper education.

A bnormal C h ildren  in S chool.

There are pupils in schools, though not sick, 
yet owing to inward inhibitions, make themselves 
and family unhappy. Psycho-analysis has brought 
to light the fact that the unobserved impressions 
of childhood may affect the normal child’s future 
education. The loss of will power and of love 
for work in many persons, without their know
ing it, appear to be due to bad educational in
fluences. Pfister in his article on “ The Applica
tion of Psycho-analysis in Pedagogy and Pastoral 
Care ” presents cases of untruthfulness, klepto
mania, tormenting of animals, destructive, rage, 
aversion to work, dislike of certain foods, mean
ingless gestures, eccentric gaits, pathological 
hate, corporal punishment and hysterical physical 
defects. These cases are an educational prob
lem ; they show how many persons bring grief 
to parents and others and cannot help it, because 
they have neurotic obsessions, which can be 
cured, that is changed so by psycho-analysis, as 
to become useful individuals.

The restlessness of children, their mistakes, 
their curious ways, their writing and drawing, 
their desires and aversions, these should be 
observed by the teacher. As to abnormalities of 
mind the educator should study the forms of in
sanity and consult the medical specialist, where 
the diagnosis is doubtful. The educator and 
physician can mutually co-operate in the applica
tion of psycho-analysis to the young. School 
teachers should understand psycho-analysis to 
appreciate the unusual or peculiar child, he

should not be called “ inattentive ” or “ stub
born,” when the cause is a deep one. A 
mother had four children all boys, so she had 
one keep his hair like a g irl; this made him a 
source of ridicule; he becomes sensitive, he shuts 
himself in, and the foundation of a neurosis is 
laid.

E f f e c t s  o f  P sych o-A n a ly sis on th e  T ea ch er .

If teachers had a knowledge of the un
conscious they would understand better the dis
likes and tastes of children and their curious re
actions.

Psycho-analysis will also enable the teacher to 
understand himself; the tendencies in himself, 
beliefs he holds, and habits he has all of which 
may be hindering him in his work. He will find 
that reason he gives are often apologies. The 
understanding of himself and of pupils will be 
useful in school work. One educational influence 
of_ psycho-analysis on the individual is that it 
raises his unconscious to a higher level, it sub
limates it. It is as necessary that the psycho
analyst have as clean a mind as that a surgeon 
have clean hands.

M oral E ducation and S ublim atio n .

The capacity to exchange a sexual aim for a 
non-sexual one, though mentally related, is sub
limation, and is a step in moral education. 
Specialists agree that mental creation can take 
the place of sexual impulse. Energ-y gained from 
sexuality represents a gain to civilization. Sub
limation refers to child sexuality .especially and 
the individual components of the sexual instinct. 
By an unconscious process the original sexual 
aim is diverted into social and higher channels. 
Psycho-analysis shows that the law of the con
servation of energy applies more and more to 
the mental sphere. The transference of mental 
energy, as wish or desire, into other forms and 
the processes of the unconscious are the same in 
dreams, wit and nervous troubles. Sublimation 
applies mainly to the child’s weaning to its en
vironment in civilization which is the main 
thing in sublimation ; it is the direction and con
trol of fundamental impulses in new channels. 
Sublimation is not a displacing, but a transfer
ence of energy from one interest to another.

S ta g es o f L if e  in th e  C h il d .
The first stage of sex life is the autoerotic, 

which exists in the child up to say three years 
of a g e ; the second stage now begins and is 
called narcistic where the predominant interest 
of the child is in its own body; then there is a 
latent period from about four to eight; then the 
prepubescent age from about 8 through 11; then 
comes puberty. It is during the latent period 
(4 to 8) that most impressions are received that 
prepare for life.

Psycho Analysis teaches that the first three or 
four years of a child’s life are of great import-
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ance in a child’s future. Here the first steps 
in adaptation to the outer world are taken; the 
educator here must give attention to the ques
tion of methods of repressing the child’s ins
tincts, and the formation of complexes, what and 
how parents should do in training during in
fancy, especially what methods of repression to 
avoid. While sex-education is doing much good 
in the training of the child, it deals with the 
conscious, but phycho-analysis teaches us of its 
great power in the unconscious, especially with 
the child in infancy. While the child is innocent 
entirely morally in its earliest years, yet it has 
sexual feelings, not even thought of by its 
parents ; here psycho-analysis gives warnings to 
parents as to treatment of their children. Mis
takes here have resulted in unfortunate results 
in subsequent life of the child. Before entering 
school the child has acquired a parental or home 
adjustment.

Anxiety dreams are specially frequent in girls 
at the age of fourteen or fifteen, when they have 
not as yet adjusted themselves to new life condi
tions. Demential praecox one of the worst forms 
of insanity, starts at about fourteen and fifteen. 
If a child can be tided over between twelve and 
fifteen, there need be little apprehension for its 
future as to any nervous or emotional breakdown 
(Brill).

S electio n  of V ocation.

If a young person be permitted to select his 
calling freely and without being forced to it by 
house conditions, he will probably find his proper 
vocation and will not become wearied of it. 
Missfitism is one of the greatest causes of 
failures in life. Brill says “ let the normal aver
age individual be permitted to select his own 
vocation.” The unconscious always tells the 
truth. Psycho-analysis indicates that every voca
tion is a form of sublimation, no matter under 
what guise. All our actions are physically deter
mined by unconscious motives, formed since 
childhood. Many think their choice of a voca
tion is an accident; but psycho-analysis shows 
some hidden cause of choosing a particular kind 
of work. A vocation freely chosen supple
ments substitutes the primitive desires. The 
educator may learn how to thwart 
the whimsical way in choice of avocation; 
thus a young may be well suited to choose 
medicine, but hesitates because of aversion to 
wounds and corpses; psycho-analysis can dispel 
this inhibition.

E ducation and th e  U nco n scio us.

One of the great defects of education is its 
neglect of study of the unconscious which is con
tinually influencing us especially in our funda
mental choices and desires.

In school there is always unconscious resist
ance against the authority of the teach en The 
larger the school, the greater the authority re

quired. The child cannot be left to follow his 
own desires and the educational problem is the 
best method of repressing him, so that in the 
future we may have a maximum of good results 
and a minimum of mistakes, such as for instance 
may develop into some nervous disorder.

Psycho Analysis may remove a pupil’s aversion 
or dislike of a certain study. Thus a boy could 
not learn mathematics and languages, because 
his father kept insisting that he should study 
them. By exposing the father-complex to the 
boy this dislike to mathematics and languages 
was removed. The teacher can be the father 
substitute, but if he shows more characteristics 
of the mother he will be substituted for her. 
The pupil transfers his parental attitude to the 
school. In recognizing this, the teacher may 
save much trouble in handling the pupil. On 
the other hand, teachers mar their work by 
having had themselves an adverse father com
plex. An aversion of pupil to teacher or vice 
versa  may be a reaction of the unconscious in 
either one.

Psycho Analysis reveals to man undesirable 
things in his unconscious, but much may be good 
but rough material, untrained and primitive; 
these conditions in the unconscious may be the 
cause of inconsistencies in the conduct of many 
individuals. People say they long for the simple 
life, yet go to building large houses. The love 
of power may be the cause of tyranny and op
pression, acting under the guise of patriotism.

Then evil in the unconscious is less harmful 
if exposed, and the energy back of it may be 
directed into better channels. It is good for us 
to learn our unconscious motives which are as 
much a part of our life as our conscious activity ; 
The good that we do may be only a reaction 
from former evil, that had to be repressed. For 
pedagogy it is valuable to know that the child 
may still persist in the adult, in his unconscious, 
which is all that exists in our mind of which we 
are not aware at a given moment. Like the 
iceberg the greater part of which is below the 
surface. W hat we really like, we do not have 
to keep in memory; the teacher should note 
this, and try and make things interesting to the 
pupil. Also if he really likes the subject he 
teaches, he can convey this to others.

The unconscious of the pupil should be studied 
specially where are serious disorders and inhibi
tions. In releasing unconscious tendencies, the 
wish,if all right, should not have been repressed, 
and the pupil should accept it, or the wish may 
be sublimated, that is lead to a higher end, and 
the reproach taken away. Or he may be made 
to see the repression was right. In a child such 
faults as meanness, lying, stealing, stubborn
ness, fear of work and the like have been known 
to resist all educational treatment, yet have been 
made to disappear by tracing them back to a 
nervous attitude towards parents. Symptoms, 
as fear of animals, dislike of food, persons or
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objects, eccentricities, stuttering, nervous cough, 
clearing of the throat, are objects for treatment 
by a pedagogical psycho-analysis.

T he In t r o v e r t  P u p il  in S chool.

The introvert is desirous of escaping from 
reality. He may be called bookish, does not play 
games, keeps away from the other boys; his 
reality is himself, not the environment. A pupil 
may be subject to introversion, that is, prefer day 
dream fancy to reality in school; he may consider 
himself as not so well equipped to compete with 
other pupils; no doubt this make-believe day 
dream world is much more pleasant than school 
environment. An event in a child’s life often 
before the age of three may cause a permanent 
attitude towards life, thus diverting his subse
quent development. Here is a little girl who 
dreams she wants to be made a captain, for which 
she is wholly unfit, so the wish seeks its fulfil
ment in a dream. A boy after a severe illness 
wanted to go to bed at 5 o ’clock in the afternoon, 
tub not to sleep, but to sit up in bed with his 
favourite books, consisting of fairy tales and 
books in English history. In further study of 
this introversion, it was found that this boy con
sidered his bedroom a kingdom; he desired to 
withdraw from the world. After the birth of a 
little brother, he found himself relegated to an 
inferior place; he was interested in the acts of 
kings and historical heroes; at this time the boy

gave his mother much trouble, by telling lies. 
He was sent to another school; he became ill 
again ; but he did not like the home work (half an 
hour or so) required by the school; this inter
fered with his kingdom. This boy was cured 
of all this behaviour by the application of psycho
analysis. One introvert said he would be glad 
to live in the grave as a Buddhist saint.

T he E x t r o v e r t  C h ild  in S chool.
The extrovert child on the other hand makes 

much noise in school, talks much, breaks the 
rules and in general makes trouble; he is dis
tinctly different from the self-centered boy the 
introvert; the extrovert children are nervous and 
fidgetty, attending to their own movements and 
to those near them and lose part of the lesson, 
while the introvert self-centred (as in day 
dreams), also is inattentive. These abnormal 
types of children owe their peculiarities often to 
some episode of the first three years of their life, 
that has fixed the attention of the child; the 
memory of this episode persists, and affects his 
life unconsciously; thus rivalry of a baby brother 
may be the cause. Or the child may have a doll 
and imitate her mother, whom she sees nursing 
the baby; the child was in conflict with the 
mother. These conditions unconsciously can 
affect the child later in life, especially if there be 
undue rebuke or repression.

(To be continued.)
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